Eye on the World
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This compilation of material for “Eye on the World” is presented as a service
to the Churches of God. The views stated in the material are those of the writers or sources quoted by the writers, and do not necessarily reflect the views
of the members of the Church of God Big Sandy. The following articles were
posted at churchofgodbigsandy.com for the weekend of October 30, 2021.
Compiled by Dave Havir
Luke 21:34-36—“But take heed to yourselves, lest your souls be weighed
down with self-indulgence, and drunkenness, or the anxieties of this life, and
that day come on you suddenly, like a falling trap; for it will come on all
dwellers on the face of the whole earth. But beware of slumbering; and every
moment pray that you may be fully strengthened to escape from all these
coming evils, and to take your stand in the presence of the Son of Man”
(Weymouth New Testament).
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Eye on the World” comment: Since the publisher of this publication left on a
business trip, this edition was produced in the middle of the week and therefore does not have some of the latest news.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Pat Buchanan titled “Can Poland Be Poland—and Stay in the
EU?” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 26, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
“Let Poland be Poland!”
That was the call of American conservatives, four decades ago, when the
Solidarity movement of labor leader Lech Walesa arose in the port city of
Gdansk to demand their freedom of the Communist system imposed upon
Poland by the Soviet Union after World War II.
A decade later, Poland broke free of the Soviet Bloc and Warsaw Pact, and
later joined the European Union and NATO.
The question that has arisen today also has to do with issues of Polish identity and independence.
Specifically, can Poland be Poland—and still remain in the EU?
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In recent years, the ruling Law and Justice Party has revised its governmental structures. The judiciary has been subordinated, brought under greater
central supervision and control, and a disciplinary chamber has been established and empowered to remove judges.
Such action, says the EU Commission in Brussels, violates basic EU law,
which applies to all member states and trumps national law.
Brussels wants the chamber abolished.
Moreover, on issues such as homosexuality, abortion and the media, the
Polish government has taken stands more consistent with its Catholic traditions than with the social agenda of a secularized Europe.
The same holds true for the Hungary of Prime Minister Viktor Orban. Poland
and Hungary are ostracized as “illiberal democracies.”
At a rally of tens of thousands in Budapest Saturday, Orban told supporters
that Washington, the EU in Brussels, and billionaire George Soros are using
their money, media and networks to bring to power the Hungarian leftist
opposition in next April’s parliamentary elections.
“But what matters,” said a defiant Orban, “is not what they in Brussels, in
Washington and in the media, which is directed from abroad, want. It will be
Hungarians deciding about their own fate.
“Our strength is in our unity . . . We believe in the same values: family, nation
and a strong and independent Hungary.”
Let Hungary be Hungary.
In this social-cultural-moral clash inside the EU, outsider Vladimir Putin
comes down on the side of the traditionalists and nationalists in countries
where Christianity retains a hold against secularism.
This weekend, Moscow released excerpts of Putin’s blistering attack on a
woke West at last week’s gathering of the Valdai Discussion Club in Sochi:
“We’re surprised to see things happening in countries that see themselves as
flagships of progress,” said Putin. “The struggle for equality and against discrimination turns into aggressive dogmatism verging on absurdity.
“Opposing racism is a necessary and noble thing, but the new ‘culture of abolition’ turns into ‘reverse discrimination’ . . . Here in Russia the absolute
majority of our citizens don’t care what color a person’s skin is.
“People who dare to say that men and women still exist as a biological fact are almost ostracized . . . not to mention the simply monstrous fact that children today
are taught from a young age that a boy can easily become a girl and vice versa.
“Let’s call a spade a spade: This simply verges on crimes against humanity
under the banner of progress.”
In the clash between Poland and the EU, German Chancellor Angela Merkel has
urged that a solution be found acceptable to both, rather than engaging in a
long and bitter battle that leaves one side victorious and the other estranged.
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Yet, today, Poland is being threatened with economic sanctions, including a
possible withholding of annual EU stipends and money set aside for EU
nations to combat the covic-19 pandemic.
Responding to these threats, Prime Minster Mateusz Morawiecki is accusing
the EU of “blackmailing” Poland and holding a “gun to our head.”
“If you want to make Europe into a nation-less superstate,” says Morawiecki,
“first gain the consent of all European countries and societies for this.”
Membership in the EU is popular in Poland, and the government has not
threatened a walkout, a “Polexit,” like the “Brexit” that British Tories voted for
in 2016 and carried out.
Still, Brussels fears that successful Polish defiance of its demands could lead other
EU nations to make demands, and the grand project of creating a European superstate, a One Europe whose member nations are accorded limited rights similar to
those of the 50 states of the American Union, could collapse and fall apart.
National governments receive from membership in the EU not only the benefits of open markets, free trade and travel from one nation to another, but
also, for nations like Poland and others in eastern and southern Europe,
annual transfer of wealth from the EU.
The chokehold the EU has on its members is money. Brussels can cut off the
funds transferred annually to Poland, as well as funds voted to deal with the
covic-19 pandemic, together a goodly slice of Poland’s GDP.
The questions raised by the rebellious Poles are fundamental: Which takes
precedence, when they come into conflict, Poland’s constitution and Poland’s
laws, or the laws of the European Union?
Conflict appears inevitable, and the Poles will ultimately have to decide whether
their country and constitution transcend EU law, or the reverse is now true.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Eye on the World” comment: The following headlines involve articles that are
considered international. The articles were not posted, but the headlines give
the essence of the story.
__________
Rich people are getting richer
An article by Carol Roth titled “We’re Living Through the Greatest Transfer
of Wealth From the Middle Class to the Elites in History” was posted at
newsweek.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
Climate summit in Glasgow, Scotland
An article by Thomas Colson titled “Xi and Putin Are Snubbing the COP26
Climate Summit, Even Though China and Russia Produce Some 32% of
Global CO2 Emissions” was posted at businessinsider.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
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Pictures and an article by Victoria Friedman titled “Pics—Not Very
Environmentally Friendly: Climate Activists Burn Boat, Litter During Pre-CO26
Protest” were posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
“Produce as much coal as possible”
An article by Philip Wang titled “China Tells Mines to Produce ‘As Much Coal
As Possible’ ” was posted at ctvnews.ca on Oct. 20, 2021.
China—LeBron James and Enes Kanter
Looking back to October 2019, an article by Al Saracevic titled “LeBron
James’ Comments on China an Embarrassment to Himself and NBA” was
posted at sfchronicle.com on Oct. 15, 2019.
Looking back to June 2020, an article by Maitreyee Joshi titled “ ‘All He
[LeBron James] Cares About Is Money, Not Human Rights’: Hong Kong Activists Target LeBron James for Hypocrisy” was posted at essentiallysports.com
on June 13, 2020.
An article by Eva Xiao titled “NBA’s Enes Kanter Calls for a Free Tibet,
Sparks Chinese Backlash” was posted at wsj.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Chinese Media Removes Boston Celtics Games
After Center Enes Kanter’s ‘Free Tibet’ Statements” was posted at tibet.net
on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Ryan Gaydos titled “[Boston] Celtics’ Enes Kanter Eviscerates
China Over Treatment of Uyghurs; Calls Out Muslim Leaders, Athletes” was
posted at foxnews.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Jonathan White titled “NBA Star Enes Kanter Slams Xi Jinping
Over Uyghur ‘Genocide’ in Xinjiang” was posted at scmp.com (South China
Morning Post) on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Warner Todd Huston titled “NBA’s Enes Kanter Won’t Back
Down on Calls for ‘Heartless Dictator of China’ to ‘Free the Uyghur People’ ”
was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by David Hookstead titled “Enes Kanter Rips Nike for Being
‘Silent’ on China; Tells the Company to ‘Stop the Modern Day Slavery’ ” was
posted at dailycaller.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Spencer Brown titled “Enes Kanter Roasts ChiComs With New Shoe
That’s Sure to Anger the Woke NBA” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Warner Todd Huston titled “Enes Kanter Invites Nike Owner
Phil Knight to Tour Chinese Concentration Camps” was posted at breitbart.
com on Oct. 26, 2021.
Comments about U.S. foreign policy
An article by Rob Crilly titled “Intelligence Agency Warns That China Is
Creating Global Genetic Database With Covid Test Kits and Biotech Firm Buy-
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Ups That Could Give It Dominance Over U.S. Heathcare Industry and a
Decisive Military Edge” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Maeve Sheehey titled “Report: U.S. Nears Formal Agreement
to Use Pakistan’s Airspace” was posted at politico.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Oren Liebermann, Katie Bo Lillis and Jennifer Hansler titled
“U.S. Has Few Good Options If China Seizes Islands Close to Taiwan, War
Game Concludes” was posted at cnn.com on Oct. 16, 2021.
An article by James Gordon titled “Taiwan’s President Becomes First
to Confirm Dozens of U.S. Troops Are on the Island and Training the Military
as She Warns Threat From China Is Increasing Every Day” was posted at
dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 27, 2021.
Comments about United Nations
An article by Patrick Goodenough titled “Only 5 of 18 Candidates for UN
Human Rights Council [Argentina, Finland, Lithuania, Luxembourg and United
States] Deserve Seats, Says NGO [and Specifically Identifying Five as
Unqualified—Cameroon, Eritrea, Kazakhstan, Qatar and Somalia]” was posted at cnsnews.com on Oct. 14, 2021.
Comments about Israel
An article by Maayan Jaffe-Hoffman titled “Has Israel Become the OverInoculation Nation on Covid-19?” was posted at jpost.com on Oct. 14, 2021.
An article by Max Boot titled “The BDS [Boycott Divestment Sanctions]
Movement Shows Its Hypocrisy by Boycotting Israel, but Not China” was
posted at washingtonpost.com on Oct. 18, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Israel-Russia Relations Continue Smoothly After
Netanyahu” was posted at jpost.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “First Public Israeli Flight Lands in Saudi Arabia”
was posted at jpost.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
Comments about Iran
An article titled “Iran Behind Drone Attack on U.S. Base in Syria, Officials
Say” was posted at apnews.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Iran Responds to Reports of Israel’s $1.5 Billion
‘Strike Fund’ ” was posted at al-monitor.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
Comments about Saudi Arabia
An article by Matthew Lob titled “Saudi Arabia Told International Companies
to More Their Regional Headquarters to Its Capital or Lose Out on Government
Contracts; It’s Working” was posted at businessinsider.com on Oct. 28, 2021.
An article by Emanuel Fabian titled “Saudi Arabia Puts Hezbollah Financial
Arm on Terror Blacklist” was posted at timesofisrael.com on Oct. 28, 2021.
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Comments about China
An article by Kevin Liptak titled “Biden Vows to Protect Taiwan in Event of
Chinese Attack” was posted at cnn.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Thomas Colson titled “The White House Had to Row Back
Biden’s Comments After He Suggested the U.S. Would Defend Taiwan From
an Attack by China” was posted at businessinsider.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An editorial by Staff titled “Biden Won’t Make Good on ‘Defend Taiwan’
Claim” was posted at globaltimes.cn on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Emily Feng titled “China Is Removing Domes From Mosques as Part
of a Push to Make Them More ‘Chinese’ ” was posted at npr.org on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Chris Pleasance titled “China Carries Out First Successful
Test of Underwater Explosives That Could Destroy U.S. Ports After Launching
‘Satellite-Crushing’ Weapon and Hypersonic Missile” was posted at
dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 27, 2021.
Comments about Russia
An article by John Haitiwanger titled “Putin Rails Against Cancel Culture
and Suggests Teaching Gender Fluidity to Kids Is a ‘Crime Against
Humanity’ ” was posted at businessinsider.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
A Reuters article by Polina Devitt titled “Russian, Chinese Warships Hold
First Joint Patrols in the Pacific” was posted at reuters.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
Comments about Pakistan
An article by Babar Dogar titled “Thousands of Islamists Continue Marching
[From City of Lahore] to Pakistan Capital [Islamabad]” was posted at abcnews.com
on Oct. 23, 2021.
Comments about Afghanistan
An article by Lee Brown titled “Taliban Beheaded Female Volleyball Player,
Posted Photos Online; Coach Says” was posted at nypost.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
International covid news
An article by Zoe Strozewski titled “UK Government Urges Citizens Get Covid Booster Shot as Cases Surge to Over 49,000” was posted at newsweek
.com on Oct. 20, 2021.
An article by Seni Iasona titled “Covid-19: How Vaccine Certificates Will
Play a Huge Role in [New Zealand’s] Freedoms Under New Framework” was
posted at newshub.co.nz on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Henry Cooke titled “Covid-19 New Zealand: Government Sets
90% Vaccine Target to Move to Traffic-Light System With No National
Lockdowns” was posted at i.stuff.co.nz on Oct. 22, 2021.
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An article by Jordan Williams titled “Austrian Chancellor [Alexander Schallenberg] Considering Implementing Lockdown for Unvaccinated” was posted
at thehill.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Ariel Zilber titled “Millions of Used Nitrile Gloves (Some
Stained With Blood) ‘Are Being Redyed Then Shipped to the U.S.’ Amid Spike
in Demand Caused by Covid” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Khaleda Rahman titled “Hillary Clinton Urges U.K. to Mandate
Vaccines Right Now” was posted at newsweek.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
International miscellaneous news
An article by Julia Buckley titled “Italian Flight Attendants [of New National
Airline ITA Airways] Strip Off [Down to Their Underwear] to Protest Working
Conditions” was posted at cnn.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Kierra Frazier titled “Turkish President Orders Removal of U.S. Ambassador, Nine Other Foreign Envoys” was posted at axios.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Chris Pleasance titled “Soldiers Open Fire on Protesters in Sudan,
Killing Two and Wounding 80, Hours After Military Staged a Coup and Took Prime
Minister to an ‘Unknown Location’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Simon Kent titled “South Africa Cricket Players Ordered to ‘Take
the Knee’ Before Matches” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Joel B. Pollak titled “South African Cricket Star Quinton De
Kock Withdraws Rather Than Kneel for Anthem” was posted at breitbart.com
on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Kurt Zindulka titled “[Brexit Champion] Nigel Farage: ‘Marxist’ Educators Want White People to ‘Hate Themselves and Their Country’ ”
was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Nora Gamez Torres titled “Government’s Crackdown
Intensifies in Cuba Weeks Ahead of a Planned Opposition March” was posted
at miamiherald.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Ken Blackwell titled “Big Tech Is Canceling Your Voice and Now . . .
Your Vote “ was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 26, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
Americans are aware Big Tech has been censoring, shadow banning, and/or
de-platforming people for years. These social media sites regularly suppress
information they don’t like, and outright ban those with views that are antithetical to their ideology.
The argument from the political right and the left is basically that Congress
should regulate these entities. Conservatives say more content should be
allowed; Liberals say there should be much less.
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Regardless of any potential congressional regulations, you know Big Tech is
shutting down your voice, but what you may not know is that Big Tech may
also be shutting down your vote.
In the face of an unprecedented, unforeseen current global pandemic, rogue
Secretaries of State, Attorneys General, Governors, State Supreme Courts,
Election Boards, and many others, decided to cash in on the left’s wellknown, and often-used axiom: “Never let a serious crisis go to waste.”
The US Constitution gives the authority to decide the manner in which states
conduct elections to state legislatures, but these elected officials used
Coronavirus to push radical rule changes that in many cases violated their
own state law. Simultaneously, Congress passed the Covid Aid, Relief and
Economic Security Act (CARES Act)—which gave $339.8 billion to state and
local governments. After violating laws and passing more than a trillion dollars in aid, it still wasn’t enough for liberals.
Enter Big Tech.
Facebook CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, and his wife Priscilla Chan poured in nearly $400 million to the Center for Tech and Civic Life (CTCL) and the Center
for Election Innovation and Research (CEIR) under the guise of helping states
conduct elections. CTCL and CEIR, in turn, gave grants to counties under the
auspices of taking extraordinary measures to properly handle the election
amid the covic-19 pandemic.
Thanks to the Zuckerbergs’ donation, 2,500 election departments across 49
states received ‘Zuckerbucks’. On its face, this seems like an admirable act of
charity, administered equally to all states and their people to conduct free
and fair elections in the face of a global crisis…until you follow the money.
The Thomas More Society and the Amistad Project shed light on this when
they released a report in January of 2021 showing Zuckerbucks were in fact
politically targeted to only benefit certain voters in certain areas—potentially
violating the law in the process.
The reports found that in Wisconsin, funds provided allowed traditionally liberal strongholds of Green Bay, Kenosha, Madison, Milwaukee, and Racine to spend
$47 per voter to get out the vote, while traditionally conservative areas of the
state were only allocated somewhere between four to seven dollars per voter.
In predominately liberal Delaware County, Pennsylvania, the funds were used
to create a high volume of voter drop boxes—one for every four square
miles—or one for every 4,000 voters. In the 59 counties carried by President
Donald Trump in 2016, there was only one drop box for every 1,100 square
miles—or one for every 72,000 voters.
Perhaps more stark is that three Georgia counties—Cobb, Fulton, and Gwinnett, all historically Democrat voting counties—received more than $15 million in grant money from CTCL. That accounted for 76 percent of President
Joe Biden’s vote margin gain relative to Hillary Clinton’s 2016 performance.
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There have also been allegations that election officials were literally bought off
with Zuckerberg-funded grant money. Reports have circulated that Michigan
Secretary of State, Jocelyn Benson, had ties to a 501(c)(3) called the Michigan
Center for Election Law and Administration (MCELA) which received $12 million
from CEIR. According to the report, the MCELA spent 99 percent of this money
with two political consulting firms which only represented left-leaning clients.
In fact, New York has double the population of Michigan, but received just $5
million—less than half of Michigan’s funding. As conservatives pointed out at
the time, if the funds were truly meant ‘to provide nonpartisan, accurate, and
official voting information to the public,’ why did more populous but uncompetitive states receive less money?”
Good question.
The concern over Big Tech’s blatant unequal application of their terms of
service is a serious problem—as conservative viewpoints and inconvenient
truths continue to be crushed across their platforms. However, Big Tech’s new
found desire to use hundreds of millions of dollars to tip the scales in our
elections is unprecedented.
And you thought Big Tech was only canceling your voice . . . think again.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by (black journalist) Will Alexander titled “CRT, Anti-Racism, BLM:
Legacies of a Slave Mentality” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
Following is the article.
__________
These days, “black oppression” is a tactic used in dirty politics. But in my
early life, it was very real. The Jim Crow days were a landscaped wilderness
between slavery and freedom—a mirage of freedom.
But I’ll spare the stories. It’s over. Holding on to that stuff is like walking
around with a corpse on your back. Drag it around for too long and your soul
rots from moral gangrene—a spirit of revenge if you have power; a spirit of
resentment if you don’t. If you have both, you become Maxine Waters. So, no.
During the civil rights days, any time MLK wanted to give Southern blacks hope
that freedom would come someday, he used the imagery of the Hebrew slaves
escaping Egypt, enduring the wilderness, and finally reaching the Promised Land.
“We’ve got some difficult days ahead,” said this modern-day Moses. “But it
doesn’t matter with me now. Because I’ve been to the mountaintop . . . And
I’ve seen the Promised Land. I may not get there with you. But I want you
to know tonight that we, as a people, will get to the Promised Land.”
Today, 156 years after the death of slavery and after Jim Crow’s been a
corpse for 56 years, the question of whether American blacks have reached
the “Promised Land,” remarkably, depends on whom you ask.
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It reminds me of the real Moses who was famous for his headaches while
leading ex-slaves with two different attitudes toward their predicament. Most
saw the glass as half empty; a few, half full.
Ex-slaves who saw the glass as half empty died in the wilderness. All of them.
God Himself wouldn’t put up with their incessant complaining and protests.
For the rest, a trip that could’ve taken 11 days, took 40 years. Why? Because
too many of them, although free, still thought and acted like slaves.
In Numbers 13:21, the Hebrews were on the outskirts of Canaan, the Promised
Land, a land “flowing with milk and honey.” Moses sent spies to check it out and
bring word back. Discouraged men, after seeing the gargantuan challenges,
brought back an “evil report”—fake news from the Canaan News Network (CNN).
“We be not able to go up against the people,” they said. “For they are stronger than we.” The people of that land are giants and “we were in our own sight
as grasshoppers, and so were we in their sight.”
Caleb and Joshua disagreed. With God on their side, the Hebrews were the
real giants, they said.
“Let us go up at once, and possess it,” said Caleb, “for we are well able to
overcome it.”
But the people—distracted by uncertainty, suffering without luxuries, enough
water only to stay alive, and monotonous food—surrendered to a slave’s mentality. So the “we be not able” crowd split from the “we are well able” crowd.
They complained against Moses, protested against God, and picketed for the
Hebrews to “make a captain” who could lead them back to the government
that enslaved them. That wasn’t an option. They died in the wilderness
between Egypt and the Promised Land.
Hebrews who refused to give in to the slave mentality went on to clumsily influence the course of history. To this day, the progeny of these Hebrew ex-slaves—
the Jewish people—prosper far beyond their numbers while facing down deep
hatred. And they prosper without the incessant complaining, protesting, and
excuse-making that got their ancestors stuck in the wilderness. Lesson learned.
Blacks are in a similar predicament today—the discouraged ones. But it’s much
stranger. They’re stuck in a self-imposed wilderness inside a “Promised Land”
flowing with more milk and honey than any nation in history. And they’re free.
But they’ve “made captains” who create imaginary impediments that they say
still enslave blacks in America. “You be not able,” they say. These are critical race
theorists, anti-racists, and BLMers who have no incentive to give up the slave
mentality because, rather than being punished, their bickering gets rewarded.
So they’ve built a Wilderness Industry—people and organizations skilled at
making complaints, protests, and excuses bloom in the desert. There are
workshops, degrees, jobs and careers, how-to books, political and social
acclaim, and big money. Worse, they’re using the Wilderness Industry to put
the rest of us in slavery.
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“Antiracism is a transformative concept that reorients and reenergizes the conversation about racism,” writes Ibram X. Kendi in How To Be An Antiracist,”
(2019), whose speeches earn $20,000. “At its core, racism is a powerful system
that creates false hierarchies of human value; its warped logic extends beyond
race, from the way we regard people of different ethnicities or skin colors to the
way we treat people of different sexes, gender identities, and body types.”
Get that? Me either. But I think he’s saying: “All whites are racists. The ‘system’ is racist. It always will be. So we must dismantle it.”
The Wilderness Industry has created new terms and tactics, not to solve problems, but to dignify resentment, hide the real causes of disparities, and spread
the slave (victim) mentality to as many discouraged groups as possible.
Here’s a morsel you’ll find in Critical Race Theory (Third Edition), by Richard
Delgado and Jean Stefancic (2017):
Critical race theorists “urge jury nullification to combat the disproportionate
incarceration of young black men,” the authors write. “If the jury believes
that the police system is racist or that the young man is of more use to the
community free than behind bars, it will vote to acquit.”
Never mind that the crime, especially violent crime, that young black men commit
is wildly disproportionate. But facts don’t matter. These people are not paid to solve
problems; they’re paid to come up with flatulent terms that make complaining
sound intelligent. Like, internal colonialism, interest convergence, language rights,
Anglo-centric standards, counterstorytelling, differential racialization, blah, blah.
Meanwhile, in troubled black neighborhoods, cultural cancer metastasizes to
Stage IV. Since it’s become unfixable, these new overseers stay busy building
towers of racial babel using jerry-rigged words that cover up the real mess.
Yet, no matter how many people suffer, they are somehow insulated from accountability as they deliberately wander in a fake wilderness advocating for hordes of
discouraged blacks to be shipped onto government doles—the new slavery.
The old slavery is dead. Jim Crow is a corpse. But the slave mentality thrives.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Neil Patel titled “Understanding the Danger America Faces From
the Radical Spending Bill Democrats Want to Jam Through” was posted at
townhall.com on Oct. 22, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
It’s hard to overstate how bonkers the American left has gone. If conservatives weren’t in such a state of disarray, they would be dominating American
politics like never before.
President Joe Biden and leading Democrats somehow convinced themselves
the 2020 election was a call to fundamentally transform America into a social-
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ist country. They decided countries don’t need borders. They decided police
and other law enforcement don’t deserve the backing of elected politicians.
They decided the way to overcome racism is by literally dividing people by
race. They have implemented policies to deter American energy production
and thereby added to an energy price spike. They have implemented policies
that take away incentives to work and thereby contributed to a labor shortage. They have even ignored advice from military leaders resulting in the
U.S. government abandoning American citizens in a terrorist state.
Luckily for anyone who cares about the country’s future, this insanity is still a hard
sell to regular Americans. The president’s tanking poll numbers confirm America’s
hesitation to buy what the administration is selling. The left is not deterred,
though. As has been true throughout history, hardcore left-wing ideologues are
comfortable overcoming public resistance if need be. They are positive they know
the best way ahead. Anyone who gets in the way is evil and must be crushed.
We are seeing this play out today in the debate over the multitrillion-dollar
“transform America” legislation the Democrats are trying to jam through
Congress. The so-called Build Back Better legislation aims to cement a hard
lurch left for America. America has never been a socialist country; this legislation aims to change that. Thankfully, even with Republican ineptness nearing peak form, the legislation seems stalled for a moment. This stall has
resulted in a political tantrum on the left.
The focus of the left’s anger has been moderate Democratic Sens. Kyrsten Sinema
and Joe Manchin. For daring to question the merits of this radical legislation,
Manchin and Sinema have come under full-throated attack from the left and their
allies in the so-called mainstream media. Never mind that the Senate is divided
50-50. Never mind that almost nobody voted for extreme left-wing government.
Manchin and Sinema are under extreme pressure to go along. There are almost no media articles extolling their independence and moderation. Instead,
they are attacked daily as unreasonable obstructionists. Left-wing activists
have even been dispatched to harass these senators in person.
Amazingly, in the midst of this media pressure campaign, the second target
of the Democrats’ anger is the press corps itself. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
came out and publicly scolded the press for not effectively marketing the
multitrillion-dollar spending monstrosity to the American people. On one
level, it was refreshing for Pelosi to tacitly admit that she views the press as
her marketing team. The press does usually market the left’s policies to the
American people. This is how left-wing policy often goes mainstream. But
even the press corps can’t effectively sell socialism in America. Pelosi’s mad
about that. The rest of us should be happy, but we’re hanging by a thread.
You don’t have to go deep under the hood to understand why the stalled
socialist legislation is such a hard sell to moderates. In almost every area
that America is currently struggling with, the Democrats spending bonanza
would make things worse.
No. 1: America’s labor shortage.
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Not enough people are working. Businesses can’t find workers. The Democrats legislation will make this worse in two ways. First, increasing taxes,
especially on small businesses, will reduce hiring incentives that expand and
create jobs. Second, adding new social spending problems will further disincentivize people from returning to the workforce.
No. 2: Skyrocketing inflation.
Prices are up. Inflation is booming under Biden. There are many causes for
the runaway inflation. covic-19 has played a role, but the Federal Reserve’s
loose monetary policy and the government’s record spending have contributed greatly to the price increases. Adding yet another gusher of federal
spending in this environment is beyond crazy.
No. 3: Energy price spikes.
The worst part of the inflation increase for most Americans has been the
spike in energy prices. People see this every week at the gas station and
every month in their home heating bill. The Democrats’ legislation will make
energy costs much worse. In fact, the legislation is designed to do just that:
Rising prices for fossil fuels are an integral part of the left’s strategy to fundamentally transform America’s energy sector in the name of climate change.
Current protestations aside, the left wants energy prices to go up. The legislation will achieve that. The problem is that the bill will disincentivize investment in fossil fuels and subsidize investment in renewable energy. This has
been the left’s strategy for a while now, and it’s leading to price spikes.
Renewable energy is not filling the gap left by reduced fossil fuel production.
No. 4: Empty shelves.
Americans don’t do empty shelves. We aren’t the Soviet Union or Cuba. The
Biden administration’s attempts to mock these concerns are going to bite
them hard politically if Christmas shelves are empty. covic-19 may have
played a part, but the labor market policies Democrats are introducing will
further the supply chain disruptions.
A majority of Americans now think the government is trying to do too much,
according to the latest Gallup polling. The spending bonanza Democrats are
foisting on America would ask government to do a lot more—more than any
American government has ever attempted. The press has worked hard to
make this radical policy seem normal. Even that hasn’t been enough. Let’s
hope it stays that way.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Scott Morefield titled “Should the Immuno-Compromised Be
Allowed to Force Everyone to Mask and Be Vaccinated?” was posted at
townhall.com on Oct. 25, 2021. Following are excerpts of the article.
__________
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Discussions about the philosophical and ethical case behind coronavirus mitigation measures have abounded since the world tragically changed for the worse
in March 2020. For many, including those of us on Team Reality, such measures—like lockdowns, masking, and vaccine mandates—were either overly burdensome, completely useless, or both. Lockdowns helped, for a short while, but
anyone with an IQ over 60 should have known they weren’t sustainable and
would do far more harm than good. Masks did absolutely nothing, and vaccine
mandates were both tyrannical and, over time, are proving to be utterly useless
and potentially harmful as the vaccine continues to fade in efficacy.
Members of Team Apocalypse, on the other hand, tend to think anything and
everything is acceptable, for an indefinite period of time, if there is even the
slightest chance those things might ‘prevent’ even one death from covid-19, the
worstest plague ever (yes, they also tend to severely overstate the real risks of
the virus). Their declarations about the insane ‘mitigations’ they expect the
world to follow to ‘protect’ them, usually presented on Twitter (that great battleground of ideas, even when its scales are being pressed to the left’s favor by
our Tech overlords), rarely include any sort of logical reasoning. When pressed
on a sunset to their insanity, they typically will ignore the question or respond
with a shrill “As long as it takes!” Whether they will admit it or not, their actions
and thought processes subscribe to the “Zero covid” mentality, a cult that insists
humanity shouldn’t get back to real normal until covid-19 has been eliminated.
Except, covid-19 will never be eliminated. It is, after all, a highly contagious
respiratory virus that has animal reservoirs and is quickly becoming endemic. As such, the risk of contracting the virus will always exist, even if diminished from the pandemic’s height. And there’s the rub, isn’t it? That concept
of risk, a notion that most leftists and even some on the right who have
joined the Branch covidian cult refuse to acknowledge or even try to understand. Instead, they want to run YOUR lives because they think that doing so
will diminish or eliminate THEIR risk of getting sick.
Although I do from time to time, at least in my own mind, question the
motives of certain Team Apocalypse members because their stated polices
are SO bad, SO draconian, SO unworkable and unsustainable that it’s hard to
imagine they don’t mean long-term harm to humanity, by and large I
acknowledge that most people don’t want other people to die. This is not,
however, a courtesy they extend to us. To them, we are grandma killers,
superspreaders, and plague-infested lab rats that must be contained. We are
guilty before proven innocent and our sentence, if we allow them to impose
it, will be quarterly booster shots, rolling lockdowns, and a denial of the right
to breathe freely in society ever again. To them, countless deaths from overdoses, suicides, unneeded vaccines, and delayed medical treatments are
worth it so long as THEY don’t get even the mildest case of covid-19.
It’s utterly selfish, of course, but ever true to form, they call US selfish for
pushing back. To give you an example of this mentality, consider this tweet
from a Twitter user who goes by the name “Bethie” in a thread about country singer Travis Tritt’s brave decision to refuse to play at venues that have
mask and vaccine mandates:
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“Not all of his fans,” Bethie wrote. “Well, this is upsetting but count me out
as I don’t seem to matter given that I can only safely attend events where
organizers value me too. But, ya know, cancer, so screw me right? Good to
know who chooses to pander cuz that’s what this is.”
Now assuming Bethie is telling the truth, I truly feel bad for her and others
in her predicament. However, the reality is the world can’t stop to fully ‘protect’ every immunocompromised person out there, nor should it. Though
doubtless there are plenty of Team Apocalypse members who would have the
entirety of humanity in HAZMAT suits forever if they had the power, it’s just
not feasible or sustainable.
Here’s what I wrote in response to Bethie: “I am truly sorry you are sick and hope
you get better. However, for an event like this, couldn’t you just wear an N95 mask
that’s properly fitted to protect yourself instead of imposing on everyone else?”
To me, this is a more than reasonable ask, especially given that the vaccine
program isn’t working to stop the spread of anything and cloth masks never
helped either. N95s are clunky, expensive, and wreak havoc on the environment, but they actually do provide at least some protection against airborne
pathogens. So why not ask the vulnerable to wear them, voluntarily of
course? Then, everyone else will know to give them a bit of distance. Incidentally, this is pretty much how things are running in ‘red’ places already,
and it seems to be working well. It’s certainly a safer, less society-destroying
compromise than forcing 2-year-olds to wear masks forever. But no, I’m a
‘bad person,’ or something, for suggesting it.
[At this point, Mr. Morefield shared some of the crass responses to his tweet—
which will not be posted here.]
So yeah, pretty standard stuff for the covid cult. To its members, stopping
covid is the only moral goal, and anything that gets in the way of that is by
definition ‘immoral.’ To them, deaths from lockdowns and from covid vaccines—especially ones given to people not at any statistical risk from covid—
are merely collateral damage. They are the selfish ones, yet they have the
gall to slap that label on anyone who disagrees with them.
For countless reasons which have been relentlessly listed in this column and hundreds of other places, masks, lockdowns, and forced-vaccines are a terrible burden on society that the real threat of covid-19 never made justifiable. We’re not
talking about common-sense things like asking sick people to stay home, but
rather forever treating every unmasked, unvaccinated person as disease vectors.
Yes, the immuno-compromised are in a tough situation. I feel badly for them
and fully realize that I could be in their shoes someday. However, it’s impossible and unsustainable to force these things on everyone in a futile effort to ‘protect’ them, especially when they can take effective steps to protect themselves.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
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An article by Dennis Prager titled “Someone Must Go to Prison for the Killing
of Halyna Hutchins” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 26, 2021. Following
is the article.
__________
If no one goes to prison for actor Alec Baldwin’s accidental killing of cinematographer Halyna Hutchins, our society will have failed a crucial moral test.
We will be saying human life is not sacred; that it, in effect, is of little or no
consequence.
The killing was, we presume, unintentional (though we do not know for sure,
as the possibility remains that someone had motive to load the gun with real
ammunition). But that does not mean that no one should be held culpable
and punished. Society must regard the taking of human life—even when
unintentional—as something terrible.
I learned this principle from the Bible, which was, until the last century, the
source of America’s and the Western world’s moral values.
This principle is repeated over and over in the Bible’s first five books (the
Torah), the source of all biblical laws. This repetition strongly indicates how
seriously the Bible takes this issue.
First example
Exodus 21:28: “When an ox gores a man or a woman to death, the ox shall
be stoned . . .”
The obvious question is: Why would the ox be put to death? It is surely not
guilty of murder; oxen have no free will. The reason it is put to death is that
the killing of a human being cannot go unpunished.
The Jewish Bible scholar, professor Nahum Sarna, wrote:
“The execution of the ox was carried out in the presence, and with the participation, of the entire community (the animal was stoned, not merely
killed)—implying the killing of a human being is a source of mass pollution
and the proceedings had an expiatory function. The killing of a homicidal
beast is ordained in Genesis 9:5-6: ‘For your own life-blood I will require a
reckoning: I will require it of every beast . . . Whoever sheds the blood of
man, by man shall his blood be shed, for in His image did God make man.’
The sanctity of human life is such as to make bloodshed the consummate
offense, one viewed with unspeakable horror. Both man and beast that
destroy human life are thereafter tainted by bloodguilt.”
Second example
Deuteronomy 19:5: “(If) a man goes with his neighbor into a grove to cut
wood; and as his hand swings the ax to cut down a tree, the ax-head flies off
the handle and strikes the other so that he dies, that man shall flee to one of
these cities and live.”
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Again, the Bible describes a homicide that is entirely accidental. But the person who accidentally committed the homicide is not free to live a normal life.
He cannot go on with life as if nothing happened. While he is not to be executed, he must flee to one of three “cities of refuge” in ancient Israel. There
he may not be killed or otherwise hurt by a member of the killed man’s family. But he is not a completely free man.
In my Bible commentary, “The Rational Bible,” I quote Leeor Gottlieb, a professor of Bible at Israel’s Bar-Ilan University: “The Torah is morally ahead of
some modern societies, in which people’s lives go on nearly uninterrupted if
they killed unintentionally.”
As the Bible explains five verses later:
“Thus blood of the innocent will not be shed, bringing bloodguilt upon you in
the land that the Lord your God is allotting to you.”
Human bloodshed brings bloodguilt upon the land.
Third example
Deuteronomy 21:1-4 and 7: “If, in the land that the Lord your God is assigning you to possess, someone slain is found lying in the open, the identity of
the slayer not being known, your elders and magistrates shall go out and
measure the distances from the corpse to the nearby towns . . . And they
shall make this declaration: ‘Our hands did not shed this blood, nor did our
eyes see it done. Absolve, O Lord, Your people Israel whom You redeemed,
and do not let guilt for the blood of the innocent remain among Your people
Israel.’ And they will be absolved of bloodguilt.”
Unlike the previous instance, in which the (unintentional) killer is known, the
killer of the slain man found “in the open” is not known. Nevertheless, the
community is still held accountable and must ask for forgiveness for not preventing a homicide.
Fourth example
The final example is not biblical but from my radio show. Many years ago, a
woman called to tell me about an ostrich raised on her family’s ostrich farm.
One day, this ostrich kicked her father to death. I asked the woman what was
done to the ostrich. “Nothing,” she replied.
Given my biblical background, I was taken aback.
“So you tell people who visit your farm, ‘This is the ostrich that killed my father’?”
“Yes,” she responded.
In my view, that cheapened her father’s life and death.
How much more so will Halyna Hutchins’ life and death be cheapened if no
one pays a steep price—for a death that was entirely preventable had proper precautions been followed?
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But given how little the Bible means to most Americans today, I would not be
surprised if no one goes to prison.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Eye on the World” comment: The following headlines are about articles that
involve the United States. The articles were not posted, but the headlines
give the essence of the story.
__________
Comments about abortion
An article by Madeline Leesman titled “Kamala Harris’s AG Office Illegally
Colluded With Abortion Providers During an Investigation [in 2016]: Report”
was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 20, 2021.
An article by Jon Brown titled “Antifa Protesters Disrupt Texas College
Campus [University of North Texas in Denton] Pro-Life Prayer Vigil: ‘F**k
Your God!’ ” was posted at foxnews.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
An article by Jordan Davidson titled “DC Police Officers Say Department
Gave Them ‘Abortion Ultimatum’ When They Got Pregnant” was posted at
thefederalist.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Charlotte Pence Bond titled “SCOTUS Declines to Halt Texas
Pro-Life Law, Sets Date [November 1] for Review of Two Cases Challenging
Rule” was posted at dailywire.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Michael W. Chapman titled “Arkansas Lawmaker [Republican
State Senator Jason Rapert] to Introduce Pro-Life Heartbeat Bill, Like the
Texas Law” was posted at cnsnews.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Mairead Elordi titled “Ohio City [Mason] Votes to Criminalize
Abortion” was posted at dailywire.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Megan Williams titled “March for Life Announces ‘Equality Begins in
the Womb’ as Theme for 2022 Rally” was posted at cnsnews.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
Orchestrated reset—about the economy, not climate
Looking back to July 2019, an article by Adam Shaw titled “AOC’s Top Aide
Admits Green New Deal About the Economy, Not Climate” was posted at
foxnews.com on July 12, 2019.
An article by Jeff Poor titled “[Democrat Tulsi] Gabbard on Being Targeted
by the ‘Establishment Elite’: You’re Either With Them or You’re Not” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
Comments about fossil fuel
An article by Craig Rucker titled “Biden’s Plan: Slash US Fossil Fuels, Rely
on China for Renewables” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 11, 2021.
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An article by Tristan Justice titled “Biden Hypes Solar Power as Climate
Cure While Outsourcing Production to Mega-Polluter China” was posted at
thefederalist.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
An article by Susan Jones titled “Biden Has No Plan to Reduce Gas Prices:
‘Depends . . . a Little Bit on Saudi Arabia’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on
Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Penny Starr titled “Coal Mines Making Comeback as Biden and
Company Head to Climate Change Summit” was posted at breitbart.com on
Oct. 23, 2021.
A video and an article by Amanda House titled “Video Exclusive—[Texas
Governor] Greg Abbott: Green New Deal Policies Already Driving Up Oil
Prices” were posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
Comments about government snooping
An article by Jack Hellner titled “Why Would Anyone Believe the IRS Should
Be Trusted With Vast New Snooping Powers?” was posted at americanthinker.
com on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Zachary Halaschak titled “Controversial Democratic IRS
Bank Reporting Proposal Is Likely Dead, Manchin Says” was posted at
washingtonexaminer.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
Comments about corporate censorship
An article by Mike Lee titled “Big Tech Insists They’re Protecting Americans
From China While Importing Chinese-Style Social Controls” was posted at
thefederalist.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by James Anthony titled “YouTube Bans ‘Let’s Go Brandon’ Song,
Claims Rap Is ‘Medical Misinformation’ ” was posted at thepostmillennial.com
on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Paul Bois titled “YouTube Deletes Rapper Bryson Gray’s ‘Let’s
Go Brandon’ Music Video Over ‘Pandemic Ain’t Real’ Song Lyric” was posted
at breitbart.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Michelle Thompson titled “ ‘The Title of First Female Four-Star
Officer Gets Taken by a Man’: Twitter Suspends Indiana Rep [Jim Banks] for
Misgendering Transgender Assistant Health Secretary Dr. Rachel Levine” was
posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Allum Bokhari titled “Report: Facebook Suppressed Breitbart
News Traffic by 20%” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Harriet Alexander titled “ ‘Get Breitbart Out of News Tab’:
Facebook Employees ‘Tried to Suppress Conservative News Outlets’—Whistleblower Claims” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 25, 2021.
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An article by David Ingram, Olivia Solon, Brandy Zadrozny and Cyrus
Favivar titled “The Facebook Papers: Documents Reveal Internal Fury and
Dissent Over Site’s Policies” was posted at nbcnews.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Theo Wayt titled “ ‘History Will Not Judge Us Kindly’:
Facebook Employees Rip Zuckerberg in Leaked Messages” was posted at
nypost.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
Comments about free speech
An article by Santi Ruiz titled “[Marsha] Blackburn [Tennessee Republican]
Says Facebook Whistleblower’s Plan Would Silence Conservatives” was posted at freebeacon.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
An article by Zeeshan Aleem titled “Facebook Papers Show Free Speech
Hypocrisy on Vietnam” was posted at msnbc.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
Afghan refugees
An article by Adam Kredo titled “Email Shows Biden Ordered Afghanistan
Evacuation Flights Be Filled With Unvetted Refugees” was posted at freebeacon.
com on Oct. 26, 2021.
Kamala Harris and illegal immigration
An article by John Binder titled “House Democrats: Amnesty for Illegal Aliens
Hinges on Kamala Harris” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Elizabeth Elkind titled “Kamala Distances Herself From Joe:
Number of Events They Attend Together Plummets as Former Adviser Reveals
VP Is Unhappy Not to Have ‘All-Star Portfolios’ and Instead Told to Fix the
Border Crisis” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 25, 2021.
Illegal immigration
An article by Chris Ford titled “$455,000 Fence Being Installed at Biden’s
Beach House” was posted at capegazette.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
An article by Harriet Alexander titled “Biden Builds $500,000 Wall Around
His Delaware Beach Home But Still Refuses to Finish Trump’s Border Wall as
Illegal Migration Reaches Record 1.7 Million Since Start of Year” was posted
at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Madeline Leesman titled “[Ted] Cruz: The Biden Administration Is Counting on Media to Cover Up the Border Crisis” was posted at
townhall.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
An article by Scott Whitlock titled “ABC, CBS Are MIA [Missing in Action]
as Border Arrests Reach Historic, ‘Stunning’ High” was posted at newsbusters.org on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “[Ted] Cruz Introduces Legislation That
Would Force Democrats to Finally Care About the Border Crisis [Establishing New
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Ports of Entry in 13 Locations Across the Country and Establishing Processing
Center There—in Places like Palo Alto, California, Greenwich, Connecticut and
Washington D.C.]” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 20, 2021.
An article by Susan Jones titled “Biden: ‘I Guess I Should’ Visit the Border;
‘I Haven’t Had a Whole Hell of a Lot of Time to Get Down’ ” was posted at
cnsnews.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Charlie Spiering titled “Joe Biden Claims No Time to Visit
Border as President Despite 24 Trips Home to Delaware” was posted at
breitbart.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Melanie Arter titled “Psaki: Biden Drove Through the Border
‘When He Was on the Campaign Trail in 2008’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com
on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Randy Clark titled “Photos: Texas National Guard Blocks
Border Crossing as Wall Construction Continues” was posted at breitbart.com
on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Megan Williams titled “Sen. Tim Scott: 1.3 Million-Plus Illegals Will Not Assimilate, Acclimate or Even Show Up to Court” was posted
at cnsnews.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Patrick Goodenough titled “September Southwest Border
Apprehensions: Haitians +132%, Russians/Turks +89%, Indians +82%” was
posted at cnsnews.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “Thousands of Migrants March Through
Mexico, Break Through Wall of Police Officers Trying to Stop Them” was posted at dailywire.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Asher Notheis titled “ ‘Tell Biden We Are Coming’: New
Migrant Caravan Marches Through Mexico to U.S. Border” was posted at
washingtonexaminer.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Anna Giaritelli titled “Biden FEMA Rejects Texas Appeal for
Emergency Aid for Border Crisis” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on
Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Kris W. Kobach titled “Biden Could Stop the 60,000 Migrant
Surge Immediately” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
Truth about immigration and voting
Looking back to July, an article by Julio Rosas titled “There It Is: NYT Op-Ed
[by Alossa Araxia Abrahamian] Gives the Game Away by Wanting to Let NonCitizens to Vote in U.S. Elections” was posted at townhall.com on July 29, 2021.
Looking back to July, an article by Rebecca Downs titled “NYT Guest Essay
Opinion Piece [Alossa Araxia Abrahamian] Claims ‘There Is No Good Reason You
Should Have to Be a Citizen to Vote’ ” was posted at townhall.com on July 31, 2021.
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Comments about election matters
Looking back to June, an article titled “Public Supports Both Early Voting
and Requiring Photo ID to Vote” was posted at monmouth.edu (Monmouth
University Polling Institute) on June 21, 2021.
An article by Rebecca Downs titled “MLB [Major League Baseball] Moved
All-Star Game Out of Atlanta Over Voting Rights; Now the Atlanta Braves Are
in the World Series” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Landon Mion titled “Obama Campaigns With McAuliffe in
Virginia: [Says] Republicans Are ‘Trying to Systematically Prevent’ People
From Voting” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Ramesh Ponnuru titled “Democrats Obscure Their Stand on Voter
ID, With Help From the Press” was posted at nationalreview.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by John R. Lott Jr. titled “If Voter ID Laws Are ‘Undemocratic,’
Then So Is Europe” was posted at thefederalist.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
The 10-Year “Build Back Better” $3.5 trillion spending bill
An article by Joseph Curl titled “Never Enough: Bernie Sanders Says $6 Trillion
Spending Plan ‘Probably Too Little’ ” was posted at dailywire.com on Oct. 4, 2021.
An article by Trent Baker titled “[Jim] Clyburn [of South Carolina]: Biden
Spending Plan Not ‘Zero Cost’—’No Way to Pay’ for a $6 Trillion or Even $3.5
Trillion Program” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Zachary Halaschak titled “Democrats Retreat on Spending After
Failing to Get Votes for Huge Tax Hikes” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com
on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Tyler Olson titled “Democrats Explode in Frustration Over
Stalled Reconciliation Spending Spree: ‘It’s the [Expletive] Progressives’ ”
was posted at foxbusiness.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
Government taxation
An article by Jeff Stein and Mike DeBonis titled “Democrats Move to Finalize New
‘Billionaire’ Tax Proposal, Targeting 700 Wealthiest Americans As Key Source of
Revenue for Spending Plan” was posted at washingtonpost.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Alayna Treene titled “Pelosi Expects a ‘Billionaire’s Tax’ to Finance
Biden’s Social Spending Package” was posted at axios.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Patrick Reilly titled “Dems Plan Billionaires’ Unrealized Gains Tax
to Help Fund $2 Trillion Spending Bill” was posted at nypost.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Terence P. Jeffrey titled “Federal Government Collected Record Taxes in Fiscal 2021” was posted at cnsnews.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Charles Gasparino titled “Democrats’ Latest Terrible Idea—
Taxing Profits That Don’t Exist” was posted at nypost.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
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An article by Nicole Lyn Pesce titled “Mitt Romney Says a Billionaire Tax
Will Push the Rich to Buy Paintings or Ranches Instead of Stocks” was posted at marketwatch.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Deroy Murdock titled “Biden’s Socialist Budget Torches His
No-Tax-Hike Promises and Targets Poor, Black Smokers” was posted at
foxnews.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
Inflation
An article by Zachary Halaschak titled “Former Obama Adviser Larry Summers Knocks Yellen and Treasury for Downplaying Inflation” was posted at
washingtonexaminer.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
Finances
An article by Christopher Hutton titled “Lyft Reveals More Than 4,000 Sexual
Assault Incidents in Three Years” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on
Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Ben Zeisloft titled “Florida Has the Fastest Job Growth Rate
in the Nation, Significantly Faster Than National Average” was posted at
dailywire.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Charlie Spiering titled “Joe Biden Says United States ‘On the
Right Track’ Despite Record Inflation, High Gas Prices and Shortages” was
posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
Problems with ports and supply-chain backlog
An article by Rebecca Downs titled “A Majority Have Been Personally Affected by Supply Shortages, While Biden Administration Laughs It Away” was
posted at townhall.com on Oct. 20, 2021.
An article by Michelle Thompson titled “California Ports That Move 40% of Cargo
Coming Into U.S. Are Rated Among the Worst Behind Third-World Countries Like
Kenya and Ghana: Massive Shipping Backlogs in Los Angeles and Long Beach
Continue to Cripple Supply Chain” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Jeff Poor titled “DeSantis to Stranded Container Ships: ‘Bring
It to Florida’—’Great Logistics,’ ‘Happy to Be Able to Step Up’ ” was posted at
breitbart.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
Labor shortage
An article by Kate Rogers titled “Restaurants Prep for Long-Term Labor
Crunch by Turning to Robots to Work the Fryer, Shuttle Food to Tables” was
posted at cnbc.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Grace Dean titled “Denver’s Airport Held a Job Fair to Plug Its
Huge Labor Shortage; An Exec Said He’s Hoped 5,000 People Would Come, but
Only 100 Showed Up” was posted at businessinsider.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by John Carney titled “Fact Check: Biden Claims More People Working
Today Than Before the Pandemic” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
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Stimulus checks
An article titled “Chicago Poised to Create One of Nation’s Largest ‘Guaranteed
Basic Income’ Programs” was posted at washingtonpost.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Grace Dean titled “Los Angeles Is Launching the U.S.’ Biggest
Universal Basic Income Pilot; The Scheme Will Pay $1,000 a Month to 3,000
Families” was posted at businessinsider.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
Comments about defunding the police
A video and an article by Wayne Dupree titled “Dems Claim They Don’t
Support Defunding the Police: This Video Says Different” were posted at
waynedupree.com on Oct. 7, 2021.
A video titled “7 Minutes of Democrats Saying Defund the Police” was posted at gop.com on Oct. 7, 2021.
An article by Betty Yu titled “San Francisco Marina District Residents Fed
Up With Brazen Crime Spree, Hire Private Security” was posted at bayarea.
com on Oct. 19, 2021.
An article by Bethany Blankley titled “Democratic Cities That Sought to
Defund the Police Reverse Course Amid Rising Crime, Cop Shortages” was
posted at justthenews.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Spencer Brown titled “Minneapolis Warns Rideshare Drivers
After 12 Carjackings in 7 Days as City Considers Abolishing Police” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Ari Hoffman titled “Ilhan Omar Blames Cops for Spike in
Violent Crime in Minnesota After Advocating for Defunding the Police” was
posted at thepostmillennial.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Andrea Blanco titled “Minneapolis Police Chief Urges Voters to
Reject ‘Vague’ Plan to Replace Police With New Public Safety Unit” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 27, 2021.
Comments about January 6 Capitol riot
An article by Matt Vespa titled “So, We’re Just Going to Ignore a Bunch of
Green Warriors Who Tried to Storm the Department of Interior?” was posted
at townhall.com on Oct. 15, 2021.
An article by Spencer Brown titled “AG [Merrick] Garland Debunks Democrat ‘Insurrection’ Claims About January 6th” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
An article by Madison Hall titled “A Texas Man Received the Longest Sentencing Related to the January 6 Riots So Far Despite Not Even Being at the
Capitol” was posted at businessinsider.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by John L. Dorman titled “Condeleezza Rice Says Jan. 6 Riot Was
‘Wrong’ and Yet Lawmakers Should ‘Move On’ as Americans Are More Concerned About ‘Their Kitchen-Table Issues’ ” was posted at businessinsider.com
on Oct. 24, 2021.
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An article by Allison Schuster titled “Law Firms That Raced to Defend
Terrorists in Gitmo Leave Jan. 6 Defendants Out to Dry” was posted at
thefederalist.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Mollie Hemingway and Tristan Justice titled “Biden FBI
Joins Pelosi in Blocking GOP From Investigating January 6” was posted at
thefederalist.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
Are parents domestic terrorists?
An article by Dr. Susan Berry titled “Emails Reveal NSBA [National School
Boards Association] Top Officers Worked With White House on Letter Targeting
Parents as ‘Domestic Terrorists’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
An article by Dr. Susan Berry titled “NSBA [National School Boards Association] Directors Renounce Letter Asking Biden to Target Parents as ‘Domestic Terrorists’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Haley Strack titled “NSBA [National School Boards Association] Apologizes for Working With Biden Administration to Target Parents as
‘Domestic Terrorists’ ” was posted at thefederalist.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Caroline Downey titled “Ohio, Missouri, Pennsylvania School
Board Groups Leave National Association Over Letter Likening Parents to
Domestic Terrorists” was posted at nationalreview.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “Loudoun County Parents Rally at
NSBA [National School Boards Association] Headquarters: ‘They Want to
Keep the Educational System Their Own Indoctrination Mill’ ” was posted at
breitbart.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
An article by Jordan Davidson titled “[Attorney General] Merrick Garland
Says He’ll Keep Targeting Parents Even After School Board Group [National
School Boards Association] Apologized for Its Bogus ‘Domestic Terrorism’
Claims” was posted at thefederalist.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
An article by Ariel Zilber titled “[Attorney General Merrick] Garland’s Feds Go
After Parents: Mother Protesting Porn on Curriculum Shares Photo of Federal
Law Enforcement Cars Outside School Board Meeting After AG Told FBI to
Crack Down on Parents” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 27, 2021.
Comments about alleged rape in Loudoun County school
An article by Charlie Spiering titled “Barack Obama Calls Outcry Over
Loudoun County Rape Coverup ‘Phony, Trumped-Up Culture War’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Nick Monroe titled “Judge Rules That Loudoun County Teen
Engaged in ‘Non-Consensual Sex’ With Female Student in School Bathroom”
was posted at thepostmillennial.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Jordan Davidson titled “Loudoun County Students Walk
Out in Protest of District’s Sexual Assault Cover-Up” was posted at
thefederalist.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
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Comments about educating our youth
An article by [Former Texas Congressman] Ron Paul titled “No, McAuliffe, Parents
Absolutely Should Control Education” was posted at cnsnews.com on Oct. 5, 2021.
An article by Lee Habeer titled “Is a Radical Social Studies Revolution Underway
in Our Public Schools?” was posted at newsweek.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
Comments about racism and white supremacy
An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “After Blasting CRT, Condi Rice Is Now
Being Called a ‘Foot Soldier for White Supremacy’ ” was posted at townhall.
com on Oct. 25, 2021.
Comments about critical race theory
An article by Spencer Brown titled “ ‘I Don’t Have to Make White Kids Feel
Bad for Being White’: Condoleezza Rice Blasts CRT on ‘The View’ ” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
Comments about Marxist BLM corporation
Looking back to June 2020, an article by Mark Moore titled “BLM Leader
[Hawk Newsome]: If Change Doesn’t Happen, Then ‘We Will Burn Down This
System’ ” was posted at nypost.com on June 25, 2020.
Comments about police “misconduct”
An article by Ryan Leong titled “ACLU of Hawaii Demands Relief From HPD
[Honolulu Police Department] and DOE [Department of Education] After They
Handcuffed and Arrested a 10-Year-Old Black Student and Falsely Imprisoned
Her Mother” was posted at acluhi.org on Oct. 18, 2021.
Vaccines—follow the money
Looking back to March, an article by Dr. Joseph Mercola titled “Bill Gates:
Vaccines Are ‘Phenomenal’ Profit Makers” was posted at childrenshealthdefense.org on March 16, 2021.
Looking back to January 2021, an article by Adam Andrzejewski titled “Dr.
Anthony Fauci: The Highest Paid Employee in the Entire U.S. Federal
Government” was posted at forbes.com on Jan. 25, 2021.
An article by Adam Andrzejewski titled “Dr. Anthony Fauci Received Big Pay
Increase to Prevent Pandemics” was posted at forbes.com on Oct. 20, 2021.
Vaccines—pros and cons about “booster” shots
An article by Monique Beals titled “Moderna Chairman [Noubar Afeyan]
Says Booster Could Be Yearly” was posted at thehill.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
Vaccines—new definition for “fully” vaccinated
An article by Haisten Willis titled “CDC Director [Rochelle Walensky]:
Boosters May Force Change to Definition of ‘Fully Vaccinated’ ” was posted at
washingtonexaminer.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
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An article by Yelena Dzhanova titled “Individuals Who Are Fully Vaccinated
Now Might Not Be Considered So in the Future Without a Covid-19 Booster
Shot, CDC Says” was posted at businessinsider.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
Vaccines—combining covid and flu booster vaccines
An article by Kevin Dunleavy titled “Flu Shots and Moderna’s Covid-19
Booster Can Be Given During the Same Doctor’s Visit; Sanofi Study Finds”
was posted at fiercepharma.com on Oct. 7, 2021.
Vaccines—comparing mRNA within two brands
Looking back to September, an article by Dr. Catherine Schuster-Bruce
titled “Pfizer Picked a Covid-19 Vaccine Dose Far Lower Than Moderna’s to
Minimize Side Effects, It’s Top Scientist [Philip Dormitzer] Says [Confirming
That Pfizer has 30 Micrograms of mRNA, while Moderna Has 100 Micrograms
of mRNA]” was posted at businessinsider.com on Sept. 8, 2021.
Do you remember what Biden said about mandatory vaccines?
Looking back to September, an article by Michael W. Chapman titled “Biden
in December 2020: ‘I Don’t Think’ Covid Vaccinations ‘Should Be Mandatory’ ”
was posted at cnsnews.com on Sept. 9, 2021.
Looking back to September, a video and an article by Tom Porter titled
“Video Shows President-Elect Biden Saying 10 Months Ago He Wouldn’t Make
Vaccines Mandatory” were posted at businessinsider.com on Sept. 10, 2021.
Looking back to September, an article by Spencer Brown titled “11 Times
the Biden Administration Lied About Vaccine Mandates” was posted at
townhall.com on Sept. 15, 2021.
Do you remember what Psaki said about vaccine mandates?
An article by Hannah Bleau titled “White House in July: [Jen Psaki Asserted
That] Vaccine Mandates Are ‘Not the Role of the Federal Government’ ” was
posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 2, 2021.
Do you remember what Fauci said about vaccine mandates?
Looking back to August 2020, an article by Amanda Watts titled “Fauci
Does Not Foresee a Covid-19 Vaccine Mandate in the United States” was
posted at cnn.com on Aug. 18, 2020.
Looking back to August 2021, an article by Hannah Bleau titled “Anthony
Fauci ‘in Favor’ of Vaccine Mandates Despite Admitting People Cannot Be
Forced” was posted at breitbart.com on Aug. 14, 2021.
Do you remember what CDC said about vaccine mandates?
Looking back to September, an article by Spencer Brown titled “Flashback:
CDC Director [Robyn Walensky] Said [on July 30, 2021] ‘There Will Be No
Federal Mandate’ ” was posted at townhall.com on Sept. 10, 2021.
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Vaccine passports send a mixed message
An article by John Nolte titled “Vaccine Passports Undermine Confidence in
the Vaccine” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 19, 2021.
Vaccine mandate—notable exemptions
An article by Megan Williams titled “Biden’s Federal Employee Vaccine
Mandate Only Applies to Executive Branch, Not to Congress or Judiciary” was
posted at cnsnews.com on Oct. 18, 2021.
Vaccine mandate—ludicrous exemptions
An article by Nicholas Ballasy titled “Double standard? Democrats Nix
Covid Tests for Illegal Migrants, Mandate Vaccines for Border Patrol” was
posted at justthenews.com on Oct. 1, 2021.
An article by Robert Kraychik titled “Sen. Roger Marshall [Kansas
Republican]: We Force Five-Year-Olds to Get Vaccines, Wear Masks While
Opening Border to Untested, Unvaccinated Migrants” was posted at
breitbart.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
Vaccines—school mandates
An article by Charlotte Pence Bond titled “FDA Advisory Panel Recommends
Pfizer Vaccine for Kids Ages 5-11” was posted at dailywire.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
Implementing the vaccine mandate
An article by Pam Key titled “Biden: Police, Emergency Responders Should Be
Fired If They Won’t Get Vaccinated” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “As Biden Supports Firing Cops Who
Don’t Comply With Vax Mandates, DeSantis Is Taking a Different Approach”
was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Landon Mion titled “DeSantis to Out-of-State Police Fired Over
Vaccine Mandates: ‘We’ll Treat You Better Here’ ” was posted at townhall.com
on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Elizabeth Faddis titled “DeSantis Offers Police $5,000 Bonus to
Relocate to Florida Amid Vaccine Mandates” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com
on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Annalisa Merelli titled “Vaccine Mandates [in New York City
Starting October 29] May Accomplish What the Defund-the-Police Movement
Could Not “ was posted at qz.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Jonathan Emord titled “Vaccine Mandate Wrecking Balls Are
Tearing the Country Apart” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “Chicago Aldermen to Consider Rule That Would
Make All Vaccine Mandates Subject to Council Approval” was posted at
fox32chicago.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
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An article by Leslie Josephs titled “U.S. to Require Contact Tracing, Covid
Tests When International Visitor Curbs Lift Next Month [Starting November
8]” was posted at cnbc.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Spencer Kimball titled “Business Groups Ask White House to
Delay Biden Covid Vaccine Mandate Until After the Holidays” was posted at
cnbc.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Doug Badger and Paul J. Larkin titled “Congress Didn’t Give
OSHA Authority to Impose Vaccine Mandates” was posted at cnsnews.com on
Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Christian Datoc titled “Biden Under Pressure to Drop Vaccine
Mandates for Federal Defense Contractors Over National Security Concerns”
was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Shannon Thaler titled “Biden Backs Down Over Vaccine
Mandate Deadline for Contractors: White House Says December 8 Cut Off ‘Is
Not a Cliff’ and Unvaccinated Workers Will Be Offered Education Before
Enforcement” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 27, 2021.
An article by Michelle Thompson titled “One Third of U.S. Military Is Still Unvaccinated: 468,000 Active Duty Members Have Just One Month to Get the Shot by
Mandate Deadline or Face the Ax” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 27, 2021.
Resisting the vaccine mandate
An article by Joy Pullmann titled “Joe Biden’s Vaccine Mandate Doesn’t Exist
[Legally]; It’s Just a Press Release [Although Major Corporations and Businesses Are Enforcing It]” was posted at thefederalist.com on Oct. 7, 2021.
An article titled “Receipt of mRNA Covid-19 Vaccines and Risk of Spontaneous Abortion” was posted at nejm.org (New England Journal of Medicine)
on Oct. 14, 2021.
An article by Spencer Brown titled “[Fast Food Restaurant] In-N-Out’s Response to San Francisco Covid Police is Pure Gold [Saying ‘We Refuse
to Become the Vaccination Police for Any Government’]” was posted at
townhall.com on Oct. 20, 2021.
An article titled “Nearly 1,900 Washington State Workers Quit or Are Fired
Over Covid Vaccine Mandate” was posted at seattletimes.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
An article by Katie Pavlich titled “Biden Should Scare Americans Far More
Than the Virus” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Landon Mion titled “The Daily Wire Hires ESPN Reporter [Allison Williams] Ousted Over Vaccine Mandate” was posted at townhall.com on
Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Adam Shaw titled “Arizona Seeks Temporary Restraining Order
to Stop Biden Vaccine Mandate” was posted at foxnews.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
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An article by Hannah Bleau titled “General Electric Workers Stage Walkout
in Protest of Vaccine Mandates” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Tyler McCarthy titled “[Singer] Travis Tritt Performs National
Anthem at NLCS Game 6 [Baseball Playoff Game] After Bashing Coronavirus
Vaccine Mandates” was posted at foxnews.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Ken Blackwell titled “Freedom Waters Will Break Through Biden’s
Authoritarian Mandate Wall” was posted at cnsnews.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Taylor Rains titled “United Airlines Says Its Unvaccinated
Pilots Are Costing the Carrier Nearly $3 Million a Month” was posted at
businessinsider.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Elizabeth Rosner and Sam Raskin titled “ ‘We Will Not comply!’: NYC Workers Protest Vax Mandate With March Across Brooklyn Bridge”
was posted at nypost.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
An article by Warner Todd Huston titled “ ‘America Is the Land of the Free’:
[Boxing Champion] Floyd Mayweather Backs [NBA Player] Kyrie Irving on Vac
Refusal” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Joe Morgan titled “Boxer Floyd Mayweather Supports [NBA
Player] Kyrie Irving’s Vaccine Decision: ‘Stand for Something or Fall for
Anything’ ” was posted at dailywire.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Oliver North titled “Biden’s Mandate Madness Is Socialist
Tyranny” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Brianna Lyman titled “Largest New York City Police Union
[Police Benevolent Association or PBA] Sues Over Vaccine Mandate” was
posted at dailycaller.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Andrea Blanco titled “[New York City Mayor] ‘De Blasio Is
Going to Get People Killed’: 45% of Firefighters and 27% of Cops Have Not
Yet Had Vaccine and Face Unpaid Leave on Friday When Mayor’s Mandate
Kicks In as Trash Piles Up Due to Protest by Sanitation Workers Who Don’t
Want Jab” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 28, 2021.
An article by Adriana Diaz titled “Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot is “Booed
Off Stage’ at Plumbers Union Fundraiser Over Her Controversial Vaccine
Mandate” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 27, 2021.
Comments about mask mandates
An article by Stephen M. Lepore titled “Minnesota Surgeon Is Fired After
Telling School Officials at Public Meeting That Parents Should Have the Right
to Decide If Their Children Wear Masks to School” was posted at
dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 27, 2021.
An article by Brad Polumbo titled “New York’s New Governor [Kathy
Hochul] Draws Backlash for Maskless Broadway Outing” was posted at
fee.org on Oct. 27, 2021.
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Comments about school mask mandates and children
An article by Georgi Boorman titled “Influenza Is More Dangerous to Kids
Than Covid Is, So Why Doesn’t the CDC Recommend Masks for the Flu?” was
posted at thefederalist.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
Do you remember what Kamala Harris said about masks?
Looking back to December 2020, an article by Zack Budryk titled “Kamala
Harris Says There Will Be No ‘Punishment’ for Not Wearing Masks Under
Biden” was posted at thehill.com on Dec. 16, 2020.
Comments about transgenders
An article by Terry Schilling titled “Democrats Pushing Transgenderism in
Schools Are Fully Responsible for Bathroom Sexual Assaults” was posted at
thefederalist.com on Oct. 19, 2021.
An article by Kylee Zempel titled “Science Says What’s Really
Compassionate Is Encouraging People With Gender Dysphoria to Love Their
Real Bodies” was posted at thefederalist.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “Activist [Ashlee Marie Preston]
Behind Netflix’s Dave Chappelle Protest Has Racist, Homophobic, Anti-Asian
Tweets Exposed” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “Texas Governor Greg Abbott Signs Bill
Into Law Banning Biological Males From Female Sports in Schools” was posted at dailywire.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Amanda Prestigiacomo titled “Biden, Harris Ripped for
Unveiling ‘First-Ever National Gender Strategy’ as Economy Worsens” was
posted at dailywire.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
Media comments about Tucker Carlson
An article by Jeff Poor titled “Tucker Carlson: Woke-Ism a ‘Lunatic
Religion’—’More Irrational’ Than Anything in the Quran” was posted at
breitbart.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
An article by Jeff Poor titled “FNC’s [Tucker] Carlson: Biden ‘Actively and
Intentionally Breaking Federal Law’—’Presidents Have Been Impeached for
Less’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
Media comments about Bill Maher
An article by Ian Hanchett titled “[Bill] Maher: ‘I Don’t See Good Things
Economically on the Horizon’—We Have a Massive Deficit” was posted at
breitbart.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Ian Hanchett titled “[Bill] Maher on [Dave] Chappelle: Disagreement Isn’t Transphobic, the ‘Very New and Very Radical’ Opinion Isn’t
the ‘One True Opinion’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
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Other news about the media
An article by Brad Slager titled “CNN Finalizes Discrediting Itself With Insane Response to Joe Rogan-Ivermectin Flap” was posted at townhall.com on
Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Rebecca Downs titled “Biden Has Largest Decline Than Any
Other Post-WWII President, Yet Gallup’s Headline Notes ‘Steady’ Approval”
was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Katherine Hamilton titled “Washington Post ‘Forced to Admit
They Lied’ After Pretending ‘F**k Joe Biden’ Chant Was ‘Let’s Go, Brandon’ ”
was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Brian Flood titled “CNN’s Brian Stelter Hosts Segment Calling
for Reporters to Cover Republicans Differently Than Democrats” was posted
at foxnews.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
Comments about Hunter Biden
An article by Matt Polumbo titled “Hunter Biden’s Paintings Sell for More
Than Picasso’s” was posted at bongino.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
Strong reactions against Biden
An article by Ashley Parker and Carissa Wolf titled “Biden’s Critics Hurl Increasingly Vulgar Taunts” was posted at washingtonpost.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Nicholas Fondacaro titled “After Pushing Anti-Trump Vulgarity
[for Four Years], Washington Post Decries ‘Let’s Go Brandon’ ” was posted at
newsbusters.org on Oct. 24, 2021.
A video and an article by Warner Todd Huston titled “Watch: ‘F**k Joe
Biden’ Chant Drowns Out Fox ALCS [Baseball Playoff] Postgame Show Hosts”
were posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
A video and an article by Dylan Gwinn titled “Video: ‘F**k Joe Biden’
Comes Through Loud and Clear During Ole Miss-LSU [College Football]
Game” were posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
Anti-Biden rap songs
An article by Jorge Fitz-Gibbon titled “NASCAR Crowd Chants ‘F**k Joe
Biden’ at Talladega; NBC Reporter [Kelli Stavast] Hears Something Else
[Claiming ‘Let’s Go Brandon’]” was posted at nypost.com on Oct. 3, 2021.
An article by Paul Bois titled “Another ‘Let’s Go, Brandon’ Rap Song Goes Viral
With Nearly 1 Million YouTube Views” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Simon Kent titled “ ‘Let’s Go Brandon’ Songs Dominate #1
and #2 on Itunes Charts” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
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Biden’s mental capacity
An article by Frances Martel titled “Chinese Propagandist Dismisses Taiwan
Defense: Biden ‘Too Old to Think Clearly’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on
Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Wendell Husebo titled “Report: Joe Biden Has Not Held a Formal
Press Conference in 100 Days” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 23, 2021.
An article by Staff titled “ ‘The White House Is a Gilded Cage’ Biden
Escapes Every Weekend [In the First 276 Days He Was Gone 108 Days of
39.1%—Which Is More Than Trump’s 70 Days and Obama’s 40 Days]” was
posted at newsdirectory3.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Warner Todd Huston titled “ ‘Saturday Night Live’ Mocks Joe Biden
as No Longer ‘Lucid’ in Cold Open” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 24, 2021.
An article by Jessica Chasmar titled “Biden Repeats Debunked Amtrak Story
for Fifth Time During Presidency” was posted at foxnews.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
Biden and Harris supporters and detractors
An article by Jerry Newcombe titled “The Marxist Move to Cancel [Thomas]
Jefferson” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 21, 2021.
An article by Joe Concha titled “Biden’s Safe-Space CNN Town Hall Attracts Small
Audience, as Poll Numbers Plummet” was posted at thehill.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Bill Donahue titled “Is an Infanticide Defender [Atul Gawande] the Best Biden Can Do for Health Post Nominee?” was posted at
cnsnews.com on Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Wendell Husebo titled “Report: Kamala Harris Publicly Distances Herself From Biden as Polling Numbers Tank” was posted at
breitbart.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Rachel Marsden titled “Obama Pretends to Be Above the
Political Divide He Fostered” was posted at townhall.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
An article by Awr Hawkins titled “Marine Veteran Wears ‘Let’s Go Brandon’
Shirt to Receive Valor Award” was posted at breitbart.com on Oct. 27, 2021.
Comments about conservatives
An article by Staff titled “Black Activists [Conservatives] Ask Supreme Court
to Protect Religious Freedoms of Public Officials [Project 21 Joins Nearly 70
Lawmakers, Faith Leaders and Groups in Support of High School Coach’s Right
to Pray After Games]” was posted at nationalcenter.org on Oct. 20, 2021.
An article by Tim Pearce titled “Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp Mocks Major
League Baseball and Stacey Abrams Over Boycott [They in the Summer
Moving Baseball All-Star Game From Georgia to Colorado] As Atlanta Preps
for World Series” was posted at dailywire.com on Oct. 25, 2021.
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An article by Tasha Tsiaperas titled “Texans to Vote on 8 Constitutional
Amendments” was posted at axios.com on Oct. 26, 2021.
An article by Mary Kekatos titled “How Did Florida End Up With One of the
Best Covid-19 Case and Death Rates in the U.S. Despite Gov. Ron DeSantis
Refusing to Implement Mask or Vaccine Mandates?” was posted at dailymail.
co.uk on Oct. 27, 2021.
Trump supporters and detractors
An article by Nikki Schwab titled “The Wall Street Journal Publishes Letter
From Trump Criticizing the Newspaper for Failing to Report ‘The Election Was
Rigged’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Oct. 27, 2021.
General interest
An article titled “FBI Raids Homes Linked to Russian Oligarch [Oleg Deripaska]” was posted at nytimes.com on Oct. 19, 2021.
An article by Margot Cleveland titled “FBI Raid on Oleg Deripaska Is Bad
for Russia Collusion Hoaxers, Not Trump” was posted at thefederalist.com on
Oct. 22, 2021.
An article by Jon Miltimore titled “PETA Calls on Fauci to Resign After
(More) Allegations His Agency Funded Horrific Experiments on Puppies” was
posted at fee.org on Oct. 26, 2021.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Isaiah 55:6-11—“Seek you the LORD while He may be found, call upon Him
while He is near. Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his
thoughts; let him return to the LORD, and He will have mercy on him; and to
our God, for He will abundantly pardon. ‘For My thoughts are not you thoughts,
nor are your ways My ways,’ says the LORD. For as the heavens are higher than
the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways, and My thoughts than your
thoughts. For as the rain comes down, and the snow from heaven, and do not
return there, but water the earth, and make it bring forth and bud, that it may
give seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall My word be that goes
forth from My mouth; it shall not return to Me void, but it shall accomplish what
I please, and it shall prosper in the thing for which I sent it.”

